LIST OF THE AWARDED AND EXECUTED GRANTS IN 2019

1. Country and beneficiary: Spain, PRODECA.
   Name, venue and date of the action: Increasing Knowledge of the Olive Potentialities for cooking” – Barcelona, November 18th – 20th 2019;
   Themes to be addressed: Olive oil tasting: Professional cooking with olive oil
   Target groups: Professionals of the gastronomy world- Cookers – Tasters
   Amount: €3 980

2. Country and Beneficiary: Tunisia, ONH (Office National de l’Huile)
   Name, venue and date of the action: Journée Promotion sur l’Huile d’Olive”, Tunisia, November 7th, 2019
   Themes to be addressed: Promotion of Olive oil consumption; foster the value of the link between olive oil and health;
   Target groups: Chef ‘s community: mass media; Olive oil stakeholders
   Amount: €4 300

3. Country and beneficiary : Italy (Monteriggioni), Associazione CITTA DELL’OLIO
   Name, venue and date of the action: Culture, Identity - Monteriggioni (SIENA) - November 29th – December 1st)
   Themes to be addressed: 2030 Agenda of the Oil Cities, Oil and Food tourism
   Target groups: Municipalities; Public and private associations and consortia; farmhouses, producers, hotels and restaurants
   Amount: €5 966,18

   Name, venue and date of the action: TURKISH OLIVE Oil Convention, Izmir - December 2019
   Themes to be addressed: Internal consumption of Olive Oil
   Target groups: Universities: Chambers of Commerce: representatives of Ministry
   Amount: €5 750

5. Country and beneficiary: Uruguay – ASOLUR
   Name and venue of the action: Campaña escolar, redes sociales y medios com. - URUGUAY
   December 2019
   Themes to be addressed: Olive oil and health.
   Target groups: scholarship communities
   Amount: €3 965

6. Country and Beneficiary: Jordan – JOPEA
   Name and venue for the action: The Best Food that made from our olive oil; Jordan - December, 2019
   Themes to be addressed: Starting good practices, foster the importance of the EVOO
   Target groups: Students, NGO’s Cooperatives, Farmers and Cooperative societies
   Amount: €5 999